
FACULTY SENTATE MEETING MINUTES 

  

January 16, 2012, 3:30 

Rm 121, ITV 

 

Present: Lori Loseth, Gary Benefiel, Quill West, Susie Pearson, Karen Kirkwood, Rob 

Becker, Loren Hajduk, Dave Bailey, Lisa Anne Rasmussen, Susan Palmer, Tamera 

Loveday, Terri Trick, Mike Levens, Melinda Brennan, Dan Norton, John Fowler 

 

Terri called the meeting to order. Meeting notes amendments were discussed and 

accepted. 

 

Sabbaticals: Quill 

 

Quill and Terri had a conversation with Doug Bayne about sabbaticals. Doug is in favor 

of using WW Foundation dollars for sabbaticals, but the Foundation cannot just 

automatically fund them. Ideas: have an internal campaign fund drive, specifying funds 

for sabbaticals. This year the Foundation received more money than expected. Last year 

most of the sabbatical money came out of the Exceptional Faculty fund. The Foundation 

could probably add $15,000 more, but they wouldn’t have any money left, and they 

shouldn’t use all of it for sabbaticals. A fund would take a long time to grow and 

wouldn’t collect interest, but there would be no risk either since it wouldn’t be an 

investment fund. We could use some Aspen money as seed money. The Foundation’s 

sustaining fund is different because they never know how much they will have since it 

depends on the internal campaign.  

 

Discussion:  

 

Could the WEA match funds? What if a sabbatical went to a nonunion member? Doug 

gave the impression that it would be up to us to raise the money, and it would need 

$100,000 to be self-sustaining. With the students suffering, would it be right to raise 

money for faculty? If the faculty supports their own sabbaticals, it will be accepted as the 

new normal. Sabbaticals could be used as a bargaining point. The Exceptional Faculty 

fund can’t grow because it had a mandate to use it, and do we want to use it on just 

sabbaticals? Could it be used to supplement sabbaticals, but not fund all of the cost? How 

would we spread it out among the entire faculty? 

 

The summer musical has been eliminated, so they won’t be raising funds for student 

scholarships. The Foundation will probably help with scholarships. Sometimes it loses 

money; however, they are looking for new funding. What is the Aspen prize money being 

used for? 

 

Our responsibility is to find funding sources for sabbaticals for the Foundation. Other 

community colleges are not funding sabbaticals because of funding cuts, but most take 

money out of the general operating budget. It is important to get it on the record that 



sabbaticals are important to us, so they don’t disappear forever. The president needs to be 

aware of this. The model of raising our own funds is not acceptable. 

 

Terri will write a letter to Doug with these questions and suggestions. 

 

 

Financial Aid Changes: Quill 

 

There is no speaker on financial aid at this meeting because there are many workshops 

being offered for faculty. The biggest change is the Pace of Progression, which takes a 

completion rate of 67% for registered classes. This started in Fall 2011. The GPA is not 

cumulative; each quarter is counted separately. A 2.0 GPA is the standard. Students 

receive a warning the first quarter they go below this. Two quarters below brings 

suspension. Another change is quantitative success. Students must complete credits they 

are enrolled in that count towards their program and are funded by financial aid; if they 

don’t, they receive a warning or suspension, depending on the amount not completed.  

They may not continue with financial aid if their Pace of Progression falters. They must 

drop a class before the tenth day to not count in the Pace of Progression. They may 

appeal if there are extenuating circumstances.. Once they are dropped from financial aid, 

they must complete credits at their own expense and request reinstatement after a quarter. 

Another change is that students can only change programs once. They may not receive 

aid if they exceed two programs. Audits are not counted, but W and Z grades count as 

attempted credits. 

 

 

Contract: Susan 

 

Susan presented on the new E-learning committee’s evaluation process. Evaluation 

questions for face-to-face classes don’t always work for online classes. The committee 

presented to the AHE new evaluation questions for online instructors. There are several 

problems: instructors never see the evaluations; they are not aggregated; students 

evaluate the online experience, not specific instructors or classes; questions are close-

ended, not qualitative. AHE feels that peer and self evaluations should be identical to 

face-to-face evaluations.  

 

Discussion: 

 

Design choices. Should non-online instructors peer evaluate online instructors? Is the 

AHE concern valid? Faculty should talk about this in their departmental meetings and ask 

their peers what they recommend after looking at the proposed evaluations. 

 

Other AHE news: Susan 

 

Susan said there is nothing to report because everything depends on the next legislative 

session. Other community colleges are being pressured to take a 3% cut, but at WWCC 



nothing like that has been proposed yet. She anticipates we’ll need to reopen bargaining. 

Also, furlough days should be teaching days, so they are visible to the public. 

 

Another idea brought up at the AHE meeting was changing the spring calendar so there 

would be a holiday break in the middle. One option day could be placed in April, and 

exams would be changed to W Th F. 

 

Discussion: Sounds like a good idea; maybe place it around Easter. The problem might 

be that many instructors grade on Friday so they can leave on Saturday. 

 

Personal days are part of the contract; however, if instructors don’t use them, they lose 

them. Two personal days are allowed, and instructors can use a sick day for a third 

personal day.  

 

Thanks to Susan for the snippets of the contract she sends to our emails. Very helpful. 

 

 

Student Satisfaction Survey: Rob 

 

The college is in the process of developing a Student Satisfaction Survey. Data gathered 

from the survey is an essential component for our accreditation process. We missed the 

deadline to be included in the CCSSE (Community College Survey of Student 

Engagement); participation in which would have cost over $7000. Nick Veluzzi is 

leading a team to develop our own Student Satisfaction survey, selecting questions from 

several other surveys. The plan is that the survey will be developed (by committee) in 

January and administered in February (facilitated by scantron responses and item 

analysis). 

 

 

 

Prior Learning Assessment: Rob 

 

To offer credit for prior learning experiences, students historically have been evaluated 

on a case-by-case basis. However, it has been recently mandated by the State Board of 

Community and Technical Colleges (SBCTC) that the school must  provide information 

on the website on how the process for earning credits for prior learning will be 

conducted. There will be a fee to do so. Faculty will be responsible for assessing the prior 

learning, so Rob wanted faculty to be aware of the development of the PLA procedure.  

 

Faculty Representation on Educational Effectiveness Council (EEC): Rob 

 

Rob is the faculty representative on the Educational Effectiveness Council (EEC). The 

name is somewhat a misnomer since the committee is more about student services. Most 

members are not faculty, yet they are discussing issues that directly affect faculty. Should 

we look at increasing our presence on the council? Rob represents the prof/tech area, so it 

would be good to have some academic faculty on the committee. 



 

Discussion: Susan stated that the academic dean used to be on the committee, but that 

position has since been eliminated. Faculty questioned what academic leaders, besides 

Marleen, were on the Council. A vote was passed that we should have Rob ask Marleen 

about including an academic and transitional studies representative on the committee.  

 

2012-2013 WWCC Instructional Calendar: Rob 

 

Administrative leaders are now in the process of planning the 2012-2013 Instructional 

Calendar. A change in the timing of graduation (to after test week) is being considered 

and input is being solicited. Faculty Discussion: Should graduation be changed from the 

weekend before finals to the weekend after? The president has historically been reticent 

to make this move because of concerns that attendance may be lower. A vote was taken: 

3 abstained from a decision, 2 were against moving the graduation, everyone else (11) 

were for the change. 

 

Safety Committee: Dan 

 

The committee is working on upgrading the Emergency Procedure handbook. It will have 

a blue cover instead of a red cover to distinguish it from the current one. There has been 

some disagreement on what to include and remove. Dan will work with the 

administration on the changes. Rob said he appreciated Jack’s updates. 

 

College Council Meeting: Terri 

 

Melinda Brennan is retiring at the end of the academic year. 

 

Terri adjourned the meeting at 5:00. 

 

 


